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1。 NOTIFICATION BY THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS CONCEENIKG 
PAETICIPATICM IN THE WOKLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION: Item 7.2 of the 
Agenda (Document EB17/52) 

The CHAIEMAU said that in. response to the communication sent in accordance with 

Eule 8 of the Bules of Procedure' to the Soviet Union Government announcing that 

item 7.2 would be taken up on 2k January^ that Government had sent as observers to 

attend the present meeting Dr Khmelev, Deputy Minister of Health and 

Professor Ashurkov^ Director of the Institutue for the Organization of Health 

Services and the History of Medicine. 

The DIRECTOR-GENEEAL explained that document EB17/32 summarized the history 

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
1

 participation in the work of the 

Organization，±Ьв notification that it no longer considered itself a member of the 

World Health Organization and its declaration the previous year of its intention 

to resume participation. After the statement made during the twentieth session 

of the Economic and Social Council (quoted in paragraph 2 of the paper) he had sought 

information from the Soviet Union Government about its intentions and as a result 

he had been able to summarize its wishes for the information of the Board. He had 

throughout borne in mind the importance^ which the Health Assembly had emphasized on 

mmorous occasions^ of active participation in the work of WHO by all countries. 

The CHAIEMAN then invited the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Eepublics to make a statementс 

Dr KHMELEV, representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist E©publics^ said on 

behalf of the Minister of Health that, given the need for all governments to 

co-operate in protecting the populations of the vorld from sickness and in promoting 
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health, his Government was prepared to renew its membership of WHO. As was 

generally known, the Soviet Union played an active part in various international 

organizations； and in view of the importance of WHO, which was called upon within 

the framework of the United Nations to concentrate on solving health problems and 

in particular on helping under-developed countries, the Soviet Union representative 

at the twentieth session of the Economic and Social Council had declared his 

Government
1

 s readiness to take part again in WHO'S work. 

It was desirable for the Board at the present meeting to consider the Soviet 

Union's financial obligations. That country had in February 19^9 left the 

Organization, but it intended to meet its financial obligations as from 1956. 

Furthermore^ if the Board considered it necessary, it was prepared to examine the 

possibility of contributing for the year 1948 and of reimbursing the cost of 

publications received, between 19杯9 and 195^. 

He hoped that the Board would take a positive decision on the financial 

questions so as to enable the Soviet Union to resume active participation in 

WHO as quickly as possible, In conclusion, he thanked the Board for giving him 

an opportunity of explaining his Government
!

s point of view. 

Vb 

Professor PESONEN was glad that the Soviet Union was now prepared to resume 

its active participation in WHO,since the highest standards of health could only 

be achieved with the fullest co-operation of all countries. The Soviet Union 
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Government
1

 s decision would be of general benefit。 From having visited that 

country, he knev that Members of WHO could learn something from certain branches 

of medical care developed there, and the Soviet Union in its turn could obtain 

useful guidance from what had been achieved in other parts of the world. 

There seemed to be no provision either in the Constitution or the Board
1

 s 

Bules of Procedure which, could determino how the financial question should be 

settled^, and though it was not the main issue it might well bulk large in the 

Assembly
1

 s discussions, Ее therefore believed'that the Board Should express an 

opinion on the subject, Eis own feeling vas that- the Soviet Union, in addition 

to paying its contribution for 1 9红 s h o u l d also do só for 19^9 because during 

the first part of the .year it hod been active in WHO。 On the other hand，since 

it had derived no benefits from the Organization during the years 1950 to 1955^ 

it should not be required to make a contribution in respect of that period except 

to cover the cost of dooiments received., 

Mr CALDEEWOOD^ adviser to Dr Brady； was sure that all Members were happy to 

hear of the USSE
!

 s decision to renew its membership in WHO, The Organization would 

undoubtedly benefit from this resumption of active participation^ The financial 

questions involved
}
 he beloved， should be dealt with by the Health Assembly^ and the 

Board might confine itself to bringing Dr Khmelev
1

 s statement 七о the attention, of 

the Health Assembly^ 

Mr SAITA, alternate to Dr Azuma
;
 also varmly welcomed the Soviet Union

1

 s 

declaration, that it vas ready to resume active participation in WHO and did not 



feel that financial considerations should constitute a condition of that 

resumption. The financial question was extremely complicated and was not for 

the Board to discuss； it must be studied in the light of past events and 

precedents in other specialized agencies. He therefore asked that a background 

report be prepared by the Director-General for submission to the Assembly, 

Dr SIRT also welcomed the USSE
1

 s return to active participation. Everything 

should be done to remove any obstacles to the attainment of the highest possible 

level of health throughout the world, since disease recognized no frontiers and 

lasting and effective work could only be accomplished through joint action. 

He believed that the Board should consider the financial problem so as 

• * '. _ 
to give some guidance to the Health Assembly，with which the final decision would 

lie. 

Professor JETTMAE said that the gain from the Soviet Union
1

 s resumption of 

active participation in WHO would be immense and the Organization
1

s membership 

vould thereby become almost universal. Not least of the advantages would be 

that a valuable source of medical literature vould become accessible» The 

additional cost of translating WHO
1

 s publications into Eussian, on which the 

Soviet Union Government would doubtless insist, was a comparatively minor 

consideration^ 
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Professor PARXSOT -welcomed the statement of the Soviet Union representative 

that his country was prepared to bring the benefits of its 讨ide practical 

experience and research to WED, i^hich had usefully extended its activities since 

1948, He would suggest that the Director-General transmit the Soviet Uniones 

financial proposals together with all the relevant documentation to the Health 

Assembly so as to enable it to make its dec is ion « 

« 垂 

Dr JAFAH expressed his gratification at the Soviet Union Government丨 s desire 

to rejoin ШЭ, During the first years of MîO's existence, all Members had been 

impressed by the realistic approach displayed by the Soviet Union delegation during 

discussions on public health matters and he was certain that that Government would 

again make a useful contribution. The Soviet Union had in recent years made very 

definite advances in a number of fields. In the discharge of the purely hviman-

itarian task of the Organization, political issues should have no place. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said with reference to Mr Saita's request that no exact 

precedent for the case under discussion existed but he could supply the Board with 

some information concerning governments other than, that of the USSR which had sus-

pended active membership in another specialized agency. 

Mr SAITA, thanking the Director-General, said that he did not believe the 

Board vas at present in a position to discuss the financial questions arising from 

the Soviet Union's notification! they were, at all events, a matter to be settled 

by the Assembly itself. He was only concerned to ensure that the Assembly was as 

fully briefed as possible and believed that information about cases of a similar 

natureithou^i not exactly comparable^ as he was aware, would be useful. 



/ 

Dr SUAEEZ said that in order to facilitate the quickest possible resumption 

by the Soviet Union of active membership^ the Board should express ail opinion as 

to what financial adjustments could be made. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the general satisfaction at the Soviet Union Government
1

 s 

decision was apparent from the discussion。 Opinion differed only on whether the 

financial question should bo referred to the Assembly without further consideration. 

He would personally have thought that to be the appropriate procedure. Perhaps 

the Soviet Union observer might wish to comment on that point-

. D r KHMELEVj noting that the Board welcomed the Soviet Union
1

s desire to return, 

to. the Organization^ presumed that it would be appropriate for the Board also to 

express an opinion on the financial points he had raised in his first statement. 

Dr JAFAE proposed 七he following draft resolutions 

.The. Executive Board 

NOTES tbe request of the Government of th© USSE to rejoin, the 

Organization； 

丨 WELCOMES the proposal； 

DECIDES that the question of their contribution be referred to the 

next session of the World Health Assembly^ 

Dr SIRI believed it inappropriate to speak of the Soviet Unioti Government 

"rejoining" the Organization^ which it had never left. The Government was morely 

resuming its 今¿ti咿ities-



Dr JAFAR said that he would have no objection to substituting the words "return 

to the Organization" for the vords "rejoin the Organization" in the first paragraph 

of his draft resolution. 

/ 

Dr MONTALVAW COENEJO said that the consensus of opinion seemed to be firstly that 

the resumption of active participation by the USSE would be most welcome and secondly 

that the Board did not have the authority to determine the financial conditions of 

that resumption. The Board's very name showed that it was purely an executive organ 

of the Health Assembly. Moreover, in the present instance there existed neither 

precedent nor constitutional provision on which to base a decision» The Board should 

adopt a draft resolution referring the financial problem to the Assembly for settlement， 

not from lack of desire, but from lack of competence, to settle the problem itself. 

Dr SIRI said that he had been convinced by some of the views expressed, and 

particularly by Dr Mont a Ivan's remarks ̂  that the Board vas not empowered to express 

an opinion on the financial aspects of the Soviet notification. He vould therefore 

withdraw his previous suggestion in favour of Dr MontaIvan
1

s proposal. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that Dr Monta Ivan might, in consultation vith Dr Jafar, 

prepare a new draft resolution for the consideration of the Board, and for that 

purpose he would declare a short adjournment. 

The meeting was suspended, at 10.20 а.щ, and resumed at 11.6 a.m. 
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Dr JAFAR then introduced a new text submitted in conjunction with 

Dr Montalvan and» Mr Saita
e
 The text read: 

• The Executive Board * 

1 

Having considered the report of the Director-General regarding 

notification by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics concerning 

participation in the World Health Organization^ 

Having heard the statement made by the representative of the USSR, 

1. WELCOMES the return of the USSR to full participation in the work of 

mo； 

2. DECIDES that the financial aspect of the question be referred to the 

Ninth "World Health Assembly，and 

3
é
 REQUESTS the Direct or .-General to provide the Ninth World Health Assembly 

with a full report on the financial aspects of this matter
д
 including the 

information relating to all the Members which have not been fully participating 

in the work of the Organization and also information concerning the way in 

which similar cases have been dealt with in other specialized agencies. 

On his own behalf he wished to .pr-cpcsfi the addition of a fourth paragraph 

reading: "EXPRESSES the hope that the USSR will be represented at the Ninth 

World Health Assembly"• 

During the interval while the new draft resolution was being prepared some 

members had suggested to him that the financial problem should be further discussed 

with a view to the Boards making some recommendations to the Assembly, 

1

 Document EB17/32 



Professor PESüNEN said that the Board was the proper organ for the examination 

of financial problems and in the present instance it should not neglect its 

responsibilities in the face of a difficult and important is sue
 #
 There was no 

need for the Board to take a decision, which in any case lay with the Assembly, but 

it should express an opinion. He therefore proposed that a small working group 

should be set up to consider the matter further with the help of the additional 

information promised by the Director-General • 

Dr SUAREZ supported Professor Pesonen
1

s proposal because he agreed that the 

Board should give the Assembly some indication as to how the necessary financial 

adjustments coixld be effected. He held that view although he was xmcertàiri whether 

that procedure was entirely consistent with the Board*s terms of reference. 

The CHAJRMAlIj drawing attention tc Article 28，paragraphs (d) and (e)，of the. 

Constitution, assured Dr Suarez that the Board was fully entitled tc advise the 

Assembly on the financial aspect of the problem. It was also free to refer any 

matter to the Assembly without comment
# 

Dr SIRI said that now that the constitutional position had been clarified he 

would unhesitatingly support Professor Pesonen
1

s proposal
# 

Mr GAIiDERWOüD said that the Board was xmquesticnably entitled to make 

recommendations to the Assembly, but in the present instance it was faced with a 

very complicated issue for whose study mere information would be required, He 

agreed that it would be useful tc set up a small working group to decide whether 

the Board should make any recommendations or not. 



Mr SAITA said that notwithstanding the provisions of Article 28 of the 

Constitution he doubted whether the Board, composed as it \ia.s of individuals and 

not representatives of governments, was entitled to tacklc such a problem. More 

detailed examination and further .information were' required before a decision could 

be taken that would, be just both to Members resuming active participation and the 

Organisation itself. He therefore remained firmly of the opinion that the matter 

should bs referred, to the Health Assembly
л
 but would have no objection to a small 

woîfkihg group exploring whether or not a specific reoommendation should Ъе made by 

the Board.itself. • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that in his opinion Article 28 empowered the Board , 

although its members sat in their personal capacity, to study any problem and to 

make recoiranendations if it so desired. • 

With regard to Hr„ Saitais request, he would try to provide by the following 

day information about other cases of a similar nature which had arisen in the 

specialized agencies, 

У 

Dr КОШАШШ CORNEJO maintained that tho Board had. no legal precedent or 

constitutional rule to guide it in taking any decision concerning the Soviet Union 

Government's readiness tc make certain financial contributions and Professor Pssonen» s 

suggestion that that Government should also contribute for the year 1949. While he 

felt it would be perfectly appropriate for the Board to adopt a draft resolution 

welcoming the Soviet Union's return to full participation in the work of WHO, he 

reaffirmed that the financial question, togetttér with all the relevant information, 



must be referred to the Assembly^ whose decision the Board was not entitled to 

prejudge, Delegates to. the Assembly，which consisted •хх̂т̂сутеггшетгЬ〜repreeantatiĵs， 

would then have no difficulty in solving á very important question so as to achieve 

the common aim to work together for the improvement of health throughout the world. 

Professor PAPuISOT said he agreed that a working party should be set гдр
#
 He 

had noted with satisfaction the Director-General丨 s remark to the effect that he could 

provide further information on the subject» He did not arree with Dr liontalván 

that the Board wa,s not competent to make r e comraendati on s to the Health Assembly 

regarding the financial implications of the Soviet Union Government
1

 s intention to 

resume active membership in the Organisation; if the Health Assembly had referred 

the matter to the Board, it had done so precisely in order to obtain the Board! s 

opinion regs.rd.ing the financial implications» The Health Assembly would of coursa 

be free to adopt the Board丨s opinion or to reject it. 

The СНЛЕЩ said it appeared that all members of the Board agreed that a 

г/orking party should be set up to discuss the financial implications• He suggested 

that th¿ working party should be coinposed of Dr Jafaí*^ Professor Parisot^ Professor 

Pesonen^ Dr Azuma and Dr Brady, adding that, if that suggestion were adopted, those 

member? might.of course be represented in the working p¿irty Ъу tfeeir alternates» 

Decision: It Mas agreed to set up a working party with the membership 
iugges^ed by the Chairraan* 

- ！ 

/The CHAIIiMAN inquired whether the representative of the Soviet Union Government 

wished to say anything further at the present stage« 



Dr KHMELEV said he таз grateful to the members of the Board for the kind remarks 

that had unanimously been made regarding the membership of the Union of the Soviet 

Socialist Republics in the Organization. He had been disappointed to note that the 

joint draft resolution which had been proposed did not include any definite 

recommendations to the Health Assambly regarding the financial implications. He had 

therefore welcomed the remarks of Dr Fosonen and others to the effect that the 

Board should make such recom::iendations to the Health Assembly, and so he also welcomed 

the Board’s decision to establish the vorking party. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the USSR delegation would be welcome at the meeting at 

which the Board would discuss the vorliing pô.rty
f

s report (see minutes of the fifteenth 

meeting). 

2. REVIEW OF THE PROGRAMME ЛШ) BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1957: Item J.2. of the Agenda 
(Official Records No. 66) 

Preliminary report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 
(Document EBIT/69) 

The broad financial inrolications of the budget estimates and the implications 
for governments of tîxe Director «General

?

 s propoc-ed. budget level for 1957 . 
———ДЯ» mm __•••_ • « 411 и » — I • || • I ш i «Il i •• м_ • • i г - • ч i i -л t t.-ir timr^u ••- ̂  • —'if xm • i •: iSp»í»-ii*r«.-. .•Я'..-an- i - е ж е - . — » 

(Chapter V of the Standing Committee
?

s report) (continued from the ninth meeting) 

Professor PARISOT said that before commenting on the budget level proposed by the 

Director-General for 1957 and the implications.of that proposal for governments, he 

would like to make a fev observations concerning the manner in which the Board should 

approach the problem. 

What vas stated in Chapter V, paragraph 1,2 of document ЕБ17/69 was the crux of 

the problem. The best solution was to strike a balance between the two opposing 

tendencies mentioned in that paragraph； namely the tendency of governments to urge 



additional e:cpenditure on requests the了 made for assistance and the tondoncj of 

govornraents to oppose any incroase in tho size of th3 annual contributions thoy 

v?ere asked to make to 1Ш0. It uas natural for the Director-General to propose a 

budget higher than that for the previous year because of the continuous increase in 

requests for assistance• llevertheloss, the Director-Qeneral also paid hoed to the 

other factor， a fact which iras attested by the
 if

green pages
л

 of Official Records 

Ho. 66, containing '“Additional projects requested by governments and not included, 

in the Proposed Prograïamo and Budget listiraates". However, "while he paid tribute 

to the Director-General
1

 s judgement, ho feared that the ？iealth Assembly i/ould look 

at the budget from a different point of view. Without beinj- uni¡rj.ndful of the needs 

of governments, it urould doubtless give primary consideration, in detemining the 

budget level, to the resources that governraents were prepared to contribute to the 

Organization, In the pact the Health Assembly had alxrajs tairen a irise decision 

regarding： the budget level» Vloulà it do so in 1956 in view of the fact that the 

Director-General was ；proposing a larger increr.se in the total of annual contributions 

of Membere than over before? 

It was the duty of the '^ozrà to endeavour to strike a o^lance between the two 

tendencies^ The members of the Board 订згз in a privileged position because they 

could act independently of the governraonts of their count rio s» The i'Tonch delegation 

at the forthcoming Health Assembly would probably e::press views regarding tho 

budget level proposed Ъ:.
г

 the Director-General coraplotely different xroin the personal 

v±eus he was about to e g r e s s . 



The words in paragraph 1.2, "some governments urged the stabilization of the 

budgets of the specialized agencies, vhile others urged that the needs of the 'under-

developed
1

 countries cannot go unmet", indicated that there was a misunderstanding 

which should be cleared up. All were agreed that the needs of the under-developed 

countries vere great and urgent; but it should be remembered that the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance had been brought into being in order to satisfy 

those needs, and the large contributions which had been made to that programme showed 

the great interest of governments in the economic development of under-developed 

countries• The words which he had just quoted might appear to support an argument 

that the regular budget should be increased to help satisfy their needs• He could 

not agree to that. 

He did not think it was as easy to assess governments
1

 wishes as might be supposed 

from paragraph 1.5. The interest shown by governments in international health 

activities did not necessarily mean that they could afford to contribute large amounts 

of money for those activities. Moreover, the examples mentioned in that paragraph were 

not very convincing; governments had made contributions to UNICEF for all kinds of 

projects to help children, not only health projects. Moreover， those contributions 

were made voluntarily, whereas Members were committed to paying whatever amounts the 

Health Assembly fixed as their contributions to WHO'S regular budget. He would 

welcome information as to vhat precisely was meant Ъу the words "other multilateral 

or bilateral sources" in paragraph 1.3* 

There vas another point he would like to mention: the Eighth. World Health 

Assembly had agreed that there should be a special fund for malaria eradication; 



but he did not believe that any significant contribution had yet been made to that 

fund. Did not that show that governments could not afford to make greatly increased 

contributions to international health activities? The governments which at present 

were making the largest contributions for those activities were ones which had urged 

the stabilization of specialized agencies
1

 budgets in the Fifth Committee of the United 

Nations General Assembly. 

The Board should bear those points in mind when trying to strike a balance between 

the tvo opposing tendencies to which he had referred. The two main points to remember 

were that there was nothing to show that governments were ready to pay much larger 

contributions to WHO
1

 s regular budget, and that additional projects to help under-

developed countries should be financed vith Technical Assistance funds and not through 

the WHO
1

s regular budget• 

So far as purely budgetary matters were concerned, he would merely like to mention 

that Dr Brady had already drawn attention to the three main factors, namely the propose 

increase in activities, the changes to the scale of assessment，and the drop in casual 

income. Those three factors meant that the total contributions which Members would be 

asked to pay to the regular budget for 1957 would be 28.89 per cent, more than for 1956 

unless the budget level proposed by the Director-General were reduced. That was too 

great an additional burden for governments• The Board should have the courage to say 

so. He, himself, was ready to support a figure based on the effective working budget 

for 1956 plus an addition for the payment of statutory increments, an addition to pay 

for the atomic energy and malaria eradication projects, and perhaps a few other 

minor additions. Even if only those additions were made Members would have to 
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make much larger contributions than for 1956 because of the drop in casual income. 

He believed that that proposal regarding the effective working budget vas the 

most likely one to meet with a favourable reception from the World Health 

Assembly and маке it possible for the Director-General to continue his work 

without there being any drop in the Organization
1

s prestige and efficiency» 

Dr da SILVA TRAVASSOS said he wished to associate himself vith what had 

been said by Professor Parisot. The increase in the budget for Í957 

proposed Ъу the Director-General exceeded the amount which governments could 

afford to pay, 

Dr BRADY said that the Board should act realistically and, making 

аВДспгвасе for the contingencies mentioned, take up a position between 

. • • 

those who vere in favour of the 12 per cent, increase in the budget for 1957 

proposed by the Director-General and those who wanted the 1957 budget not to 

exceed the 1956 budget» Accordingly he would like to make the following 

proposal, which consisted of three parts. Firstly, the Boaïd might consider 

an effective working budget of $10 600 000j that was $1+00 000 more than for 

1956. It should be remembered 七hat that increase would most probably 

entail an increase of roughly 15 per cent, in the total of Members' contributions 

to the budget，since casual Income would be much less in 1957 than in 1956» 

Secondly, if it became apparent, before the World Health Assembly, that casual 

income would be greater than at present expected, the Assembly might authorize 

the Dire с tor -Gene ra 1 to increase the figure for the amount it was planned to 



spend in 1957 by not more than 恭200 000. Thirdly, it might be laid down that if some 

of the Members who were at present inactive resumed active membership, the total should 

Ъе increased by $307 220， made up of $5520 for Part I of the budget} $21 700，which he 

believed vould mainly be spent 011 publications, for Bart II, Section U; $250 000 for 

Part II， Section 5; and I 3 0 000 for the ；Regional Office for Europe (Part II, Section 6) . 

He would be grateful if figures could be given to show the effect of that increase on 

the total of the contributions which Members that мете at pyeserit active could -be--asked 

to make. 

The DШЕСТОЕ -GENERAL said he vould like to make it clear that the Board was 

discussing the broad financial implications of the budget estimates and the implications 

for governments of his proposed budget level for 1957； that was an important point; 

for it was impossible to predict with any degree of accuracy what attitude governments 

would take in regard to his proposals； He had told the Standing Committee that it was 

extremely difficult for him to ascertain what would be the wishes of Member governments 

in the matter, and to drav up a programme and budget estimates, taking into account the 

two opposing tendencies to which Professor Parisot had referred, namely the tendency of 

governments to urge additional expenditure on requests they made for assistance and the 

tendency of governments to resist any increase in their contributions. He had never 

felt that he knew exactly what the result of those tvo tendencies would be. He had 

done his best to ascertain the facts, and he had given very careful consideration to the 

material he had been able to find. 



He agreed with Mr Botha that WHO could not grant all the requests it .. 

received for assistance from governments.1 He had never contemplated providing 

for all such requests to be met. Professor Parisot had already referred to 

the list, in Annэх 5 to the budget volume, pf projects requested by governments 

and not included In the Estimates. To them should be added the Technical 

Assistance projects in category II, which he had explained at the previous 

meeting were intended for substitution purposes only. If it proved impossible 

to implement the requests shown in the larger of his two proposals, the total 

cost of the projects requested but not implemented would amount to more than 

three million dollars. 

Mr Botha had referred to the various resolutions passed by the General 

Assembly and the Economic and Social Council of the United -Nations urging 

stabilization of the budgets of the United Nations and specialized agencies• 

The first of those resolutions had been passed in 1950. He would like to . 

cite a few facts regarding developments at World Health Assemblies since 1950. 

Mr Saita had indicated that he thought the Seventh World Health Assembly's 

reduction of the proposed budget for 1955 by $811 100 was evidence that the 

majority of Members were opposed to increases in WHO'S budget. He himself 

thought that the Health Assembly
1

 s approval of an increase of roughly one million : 

dollars in the budget for that year was much more important evidence to the 

contrary. Many countries had been opposed to the joint United Kingdom/Netherlands 

proposal that the increase should be limited to that amount. Many had supported 

an Indian proposal to the effect that the budget level for 1955 should be in the 

region of $1 400 000 more than for 195^ • At the Eighth World Health Assembly 

1

 See p. 210 



he had not proposed any increase in the budget he had submitted for 1956. 

He had
9
hovever, found it necessary to submit a supplementary budget to cover 

expenditure on malaria and atomic energy projects which the Assembly had 

approved. Over and above this the Assembly had authorized him to spend 

$2^0 000 to provide for half the costs of the international health personnel 

in jointly assisted UNICEF/WHO projects which had hitherto been reimbursed by 

UNICEF. 

Mr Botha had argued that five countries, namely the United States of 

America^ the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics^ Canada 

and Australia,were opposed to any increase in WHO
1

s budget. He could cite 

several facts which would seem to contradict that argument. The ceiling for 

the contribution of the largest contributor to WHO'S budget^ the United States 

of America, had been mentioned at the Board and at the Seventh World Health 

Assembly; after the Eighth World Health Assembly the United States Congress had 

decided that the ceiling should be abolished altogether, though the Administration 

had suggested it Ъе raised to five million dollars, since WHO had proved its 

worth during its seven years of existence. As he had already mentioned, 

the United Kingdom delegation had proposed an increase of one million dollars 

in the budget for 1955. At the Eighth World Health Assembly the representative 

of the Canadian Government in the Committee on Administration, Finance and 

Legal Matters had said that Canada regarded WHO as one of the most valuable 

specialized agencies, and that its position was not based on financial 

considerations, and accordingly It vas prepared to accept a moderate increase 

in the contribution of Canada for 1956 provided it was used to finance an 



expansion of health services."'* He had added that Canada's position vas not based on 

any desire to secure a reduction in its own contribution^ as could easily be seen from 

its record of voluntary contributions to the relief, rehabilitation and economic projects 

established by the United Nations. That was an indication that the Canadian Government 

agreed with him (the Director-General) that the increase in the total of voluntary 

contributions could be taken as an indication that an increase in WHO'S regular budget 

would not go unsupported^ The representative of the Australian Government in the 

Regional Committee for the Western Pacific had said that his Government was prepared to 

accept increases in WHO
f

s expenditure on the Western Pacific Region if that would not 

entail an increase in WHO
1

s world-wide expenditure. 

Mr Botha had told the Board that it should remember that contributions to extra-

budgetary funds vere made voluntarily, whereas Members had bound themselves in advance 

to contribute whatever sums were fixed by the World Health Assembly as thèir contribution 

to its regular budget. He did not feel that that was an argument in favour of not 

increasing the regular budget. He believed that governments vould not паке a great 

distinction between their voluntary contributions and their contributions to the regular. 

budget provided they were convinced that both contributions would be well spent. 

Mr Botha had argued that the fact that governments were spending more on national 

health projects was not a reason vhy WHO'S budget should be increased. In reply to 

that argument he would like to point out that WHO*s work had a catalytic effect; he 

believed it had stimulated increases in national health budgets, and WHO should take 

every advantage of the good effect of its vork on national health programmes• 

See Off. Bee. Wld Hlth Org. 65, 285 



Dr Brady and Mr Botha had both contended that in the event of certain 

Members resuming active participation in the work of the Organization and 

paying their contributions those Members who had remained active throughout 

vould, as a result, look forward to a reduction in their own contributions. 

He, himself, believed, however, that governments would prefer to see an 

increase in the work of the Organization if that event materialized. 

With reference to Professor I%irisot
f

 s remarks on the vords "other 

multilateral or bilateral sources" in paragraph 1.3 of Chapter V of the 

Committee's report, he would like to mention that at a meeting of the 

Standing Committee he had referred to the fact that the United Kingdom had 

recently announced its intention roughly to double its contribution to the 

Colombo Plan. That was the only relevant fact he had given to the Standing 

Committee, but, if Professor Parisot vlshed� he would provide further 

information oil the subject at a later meeting of the Board. 

The vay in vhich the position regarding the collection of annual 

contributions and of advances to the Working Capital Fund had steadily improved 

over the past fev years was further evidence of a growing interest in WHO
1

 в vork# 

He would like to reply later to certain other remarks that had been made 

during the general discussion on chapter V of the Committee
1

 s report, and in 

particular to the suggestions just put forward by Dr Brady. 

^ . _ � J -,' . . . 

The meeting rose at 12
#
3ü p.m. 
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NOTIFICATION BY THE UNION OP SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS CONCERNING 
PARTICIPATION IN THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION: Item 7.2 of the 
Agenda (Document EB17/32) 

The CHAIRMAN said that in response to the communication sent in accordance with 

Rule 8 of the Rules of Procedure to the Soviet Union Government announcing that 

item 7.2 would be taken up on 2红 January, that Government had sent as observers to 

attend the present meeting Dr Khmelev, Deputy Minister of Health, and 

Professor Ashurkov, Director of the Institute for the Organization of Health Services 

and the History of Medicine, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that document EB17/32 summarized the history of 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
f

 participation in the work of the Organization, 

its notification that it no longer considered itself a member of the World Health 

Organization and its declaration the previous year to resume participation. After 

the statement made during 'the twentieth session of the Economic and Social Council 

quoted in paragraph 2 of the paper, he had sought information from the Soviet Union 

Government about its intentions and as a result he had been able to summarize its 

wishes for the information of the Board. He had throughout borne in mind the 

importance, which the Health Assembly had emphasized on numerous occasions, of active 

participation in the work of WHO by all countries. 

The CHAIRMAN then invited the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics to make a statement. 

Dr KHMELEV, representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, said on 

behalf of the Minister of Health that, given the need for all governments to 

co-operate in protecting the populations of the world from sickness and in promoting 



health, his Government was prepared to renew its membership of WHO. As was 

gëherally known, the Soviet Union played an active part in various international 

organizations* and in view of the importance of WHO, which was called upon within 

the framework of the United Nations to concentrate on solving health problems and 

in particular on helping under-developed countries, the Soviet Union representative 

at the twentieth session of the Economic and Social Council had declared his 

Government
1

 s readiness to take part again in WHO'S work. 

It was desirable for the Board at the present meeting to consider the Soviet 

Union's financial obligations. That country had in February 19杯9 left the 

Organization but it intended to meet its financial obligations as from 1956• 

Furthermore, if the Board considered it necessary, it was prepared to examine the 

possibility of contributing for the year 1948 and of reimbursing the cost of ^ 

publications received between 19林9 and 195^. 

He hoped that the Board would take a positive decision on the financial 

questions so as to enable the Soviet Union to resume active participation in 

WHO as quickly as possible. In conclusion, he thanked the goard for giving him 

an opportunity of explaining his Government
f

 s point of view. 

Professor PESONEN was glad that the Soviet Union was now prepared to resume 

its active participation in WHO since the highest standards of health could only 

be achieved with the fullest co-operation of all countries. The Soviet Union 



Government
1

 s decision would be of general benefit. Prom having visited that 

country, he knew that Members of Щ0 could learn something from certain branches 

of medical care developed there and the Soviet Union in its turn could obtain 

useful guidance from what had been achieved in other parts of the world• 

There seemed to be no provision either in the Constitution or the Board
1

 s 

Rules of Procedure which could determine how the financial question should be 

settled and though it was not the main issue it might well bulk large in the 

Assembly^ discussions. He therefore believed that the Board should express an 

opinion on the subject
 #
 His own feeling was that the Soviet Union, in addition 

to paying its contribution for 1948, should also do so for 19^9 because during 

the first part of the year it had been active in WHO, On the other hand, since 

it had derived no benefits from the Organization during the years 1950 to 1955, 

it should not be required to make a contribution in respect of that period 

except to cover the cost of documents received. 

Mr CALDERWOOD, adviser to Dr Brady, was sure that all Members would benefit 

from the Soviet Union Government
1

 s decision. The financial、question would have 

to be dealt with by the Health Assembly and he believed that the Board should 

confine itself to bringing Dr Khmelev
1

 s statement to the attention of the 

Health Assembly. 

Mr SAITA, alternate to Dr Azuma, also warmly welcomed the Soviet Union
1

 s 

declaration that it was ready to resume active participation in WHO and did not 



feel that financial considerations should constitute a condition of that 

resumption. The financial question was extremely complicated and was not for th© 

Board to discuss； it must be studied in the light of past events and precedents 

in other specialized agencies
#
 He therefore asked that a background report be 

prepared by the Director-General for submission to the Assembly. 

Dr SIRI associated himself with the previous speakers and said that 

everything should b© done to remove any obstacles to the attainment of the 

highest possible level of health throughout the world, since disease recognized 

no frontiers and lasting and effective work could only be accomplished through 

joint action. 

He believed that the Board should consider the financial problem ao as 

to give some guidance to the General Assembly, with which the final decision 

would lie. 

Professor JETTMAR said that the gain from the Soviet Union
1

s resumption of 

active participation in WHO would be immense and the Organization
1

s membership 

would thereby become almost universal. Not least of the advantages would be 

that a valuable source of medical literature would become accessible. The 

additional cost of translating WHO
1

s publications into Russian, on which the 

Soviet Union Government would doubtless insist, was a comparatively minor 

consideration. 
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Professor PARISOT welcomed the statement of the Soviet Union representative 

that his coimtry was prepared to bring the benefits of its wide, practical 

experience and research to WHJ, which had usefully extended its activities since 

1948, He would suggest that the Director-General transmit the Soviet Union's 

financial proposals together with all the relevant documentation to the Health 

Assembly so as to enable it to make its dec is ion
 € 

Dr JAFAR expressed his gratification at the Soviet Union Government
J

 s desire 

to rejoin WHO. During the first years of "WHO
1

 s existence, all Members had been 

impressed by the realistic approach displayed by the Soviet Union delegation during 

discussions on public health matters and he was certain that that Government would 

again make a useful contribution. The Soviet Union had in recent years made very 

definite advances in a number of fields
 #
 In the discharge of the purely human-

itarian task of the Organization) political issues should have no place
 # 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAX said with reference to Mr Saita < s request that no exact 

precedent for the case under discussion existed but he could supply the Board with 

some information concerning governments other than that of the USSR which had sus-

pended active membership in another specialized agency• 

Mr SAITA, thanking the Director-General^ said that he did not believe the 

Board was at present in a position to discuss the financial questions arising from 

the Soviet Union
?

 s notifieatioñj they wore, at all events^ a matter to be settled 

by the Assembly itself
 #
 He was only concerned to ensure that the Assembly was as 

fully briefed as possible and believed that information about cases of a similar 

nature though not exactly comparable^ as he "was aware, would be useful• 



Dr SUAREZ said that in order tc facilitate the quickest possible resumption 

by the Soviet Union of active membership, the Board should express an opinion as 

to what financial adjustments could be made. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the general satisfaction at the Soviet Union Government ̂  s 

decision was apparent from the discussion. Opinion differed cnly on 他ether the 

financial question should be referred to the Assembly without further consideration
# 

He would personally have thought that to be the appropriate procedure^ perhaps 

the Soviet Union observer might wish to coinmerit on that point, 

Dr KHMELEV, noting that the Board welcomed the Soviet Union's desire to return 

to the Organization, presumed that it would be appropriate for the Board also to 

express an opinion on the financial points he had raised in his first statements 

Dr JAFAR proposed the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board ‘ 

Notes the request of the Government of the USSR tc rejoin the 

Organization^ 

Welcomes the proposalj' 

Decides that the question of their contribution be referred tc the 

next session cf 七he World Health Assembly, 

Dr SIRI believed it inappropriate to speak of the Soviet Union Government 

"rejoining" the Organization^ which it had never left. The Government was merely 

resuming its activities. 



Dr JAFAR said that he would have no objection to substituting the words 

"return to the Organization" for the words
 n

rejcin the Organization" in the first 

paragraph of his draft resolution, 

Dr lyDNTALVAN CORNEJO said that the consensus of opinion seemed to be that the 

Board did not have the authority to determine the conditions on which the Soviet 

Union Government could resume its active participation in "WH0
#
 The Board

1

 s very 

name showed that" it was purely an executive organ of the Health Assembly. Iforeover^ 

in the present instance there existed neither precedent nor constitutional 

provision on which to base a decision. It would be from no lack of good will 

but because of its limited powers that the Board should adopt a draft resolution 

welcoming the Soviet Union Government
1

 s decision and referring the financial 

problem to the Assembly for settleraerit. 

Dr SIRI said that he had been convinced by some of the views expressed, and 

particularly by Dr Montalvan^ s remarks^ that the Board was not empowered to express 

an opinion on the financial aspects of the Soviet notification. He would therefore 

withdraw his proposal in favour of Dr Montalvan
J

 s
 л 

The СШ.ШШ suggested that Dr Montalvan might in consultation with Dr Jafar 

prepare a new draft resolution for the consideration of the Beard, and for that 

purpose he would, declare a short adjournment^ 

The meeting was suspended at lü
o
20 а

0
ш

е
 and resumed at 11 >6 а

ч
га

# 



Dr JAFAR then introduced a new text submitted in conjunction with 

Dr Montalvan and Mr Saita. The text read: 

The îbcecutive Board 

1 

Having considered the report of the Director-General regarding 

notification by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics concerning 

participation in the World Health Organization, 

Having heard the statement made by the representative of the USSR, 

1
#
 WELCOMES the return of the USSR to full participation in the work of 

Ш0； 

2
t
 DECIDES that the financial aspect of the question be referred to the 

Ninth World Health Assembly^ and 

3
#
 REQUESTS the Director-General to provide the Ninth World Health Assembly 

with a full report on the financial aspects of this matter, including the 

information relating to all the Members which have not been fully participating 

in the work of the Organization and also information concerning the way in 

which similar cases have been dealt with in other specialized agencies. 

On his own behalf he wished to propose the addition of a foxzrth paragraph 

reading; "EXPRESSES the hope that the USSR will be represented at the Ninth 

World Health Assembly", 

During the interval while the new draft resolution was being prepared some 

members had suggested to him that the financial problem should be further discussed 

vith a view to the Board
1

s making some recommendations to the Assembly
# 

1

 Document EB17/32 



Professor PESUNEN said that the Board was the proper organ for the examination 

of financial problems and in the present instance it shcrnTd not neglect its 

responsibilities in the face of a difficult and important is sue
 #
 There was no 

need for the Board to take a decision, which in any case lay with the Assembly^ but 

it should express an opinion„ He therefore proposed that a small working group 

should be set up to consider the matter further with the help of the additional 

information promised by the Director-General
 a 

Dr SUAREZ supported Professor Pesonen:s proposal because he agreed that the 

Board should give the Assembly some indication as to how the necessary financial 

adjustments could be effected. He held that view although he was uncertain whether 

that procedure was'entirely consistent with the Board*s terms of reference. 

The CHAJRMàN/ drawing attention 七о Article 28, paragraphs (d) and (e), of the 

Constitution, assured Dr Suarez that the Board was fully entitled tc advise the 

Assembly on the financial aspect of the problem。 It was also free to refer any 

matter to the Assembly without comment^ 

Dr SIRI said that now that the constitutional position had been clarified he 

would unhesitatingly support Professor Pesonen's proposal. 

Mr GAtDERWOD said that the Board was unquestionably entitled to make 

recommendations to the Assembly^ but in the present instance it was faced with a 

very complicated issue for whose study mere information would be required. He 

agreed that it woxild be useful to set up a small working group to decide whether 

the Board should make any recommendations or not. 



Mr SAITA said that noiywithstanding the provisions of Article 28 of the 

Constitution he doubted whether ths Board, composed as it was of individuals and 

not representatives of governments^ was entitled to tackle such a problem^ More 

detailed examination arid further information were required before a decision could 

be taken that would be just both to Members resuming active participation and the 

Organisation itself• He therefore remained firmly of the opinion that the matter 

should be referred to the Health Assembly, but would have no objection to a small 

working group exploring whether or not a specific re commendation should be made by 

the Board itself* 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that in his opinion Article 28 empowered the Board 

although its members sat in their personal capacity,. to study any problem and to 

make recommendations if it so desired• 

With regard to Mr. Saita^s request, he would try to provide by the following 

day information about other oases of a similar nature which had arisen in the 

specialized agencies, 

Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO maintained that the Board had no legal precedent or 

constitutional rule to guide it in taking any decision concerning the Soviet Union 

Government's readiness to make certain financial contributions and Professor Pesonen
1

s 

suggestion that that Government should also contribute for the year 1949 • While he 

felt it would bo perfectly appropriate for the Board to adopt a draft resolution 

welcoming the Soviet Union，s return to full participation in the work of 丽0，he 

reaffirmed that the financial question, together with all the relevant information. 



must Ъе referred to the Assembly^ whose decision the Board was not entitled to 

prejudge» Delegates to the Assembly^ which consisted of government representatives, 

would then have no difficulty in solving a very important question so as to achieve 

the common aim to work together for the improvement of health throughout the world. 

Professor PARISOT said he agreed that a working party should be set He 

had noted with satisfaction the Director-General* s remark to the effect that he could 

provide further information on the subject» He did not agree with Dr Montalvan 

that the Board was not competent to make recommendations to the Health Assembly 

regarding the financial implications of the Soviet Union Government
1

 s intention to 

resvurae active membership in the Organization; if the Health Assembly had referred 

the matter to the Board, it had done so precisely in order to obtain the Board's 

opinion regarding the financial i m p l i c a t i o n s T h e Health Assembly would of course 

be free to adopt the Boardí s opinion or to reject it. 

The CHAIRMAN said it appeared that all members of the Board agreed that a 

working party should be set up to discuss the financial implications• He suggested 

that the working party should be composed of Dr Jafar^ Professor Parisot, Professor 

Pesonen, Dr Azuma and Dr Brady, adding that, if that suggestion wers adopted, those 

members might of course be represented in the working party by their alternates^ 

Decision: It was agreed to set up a working party with the membership 
suggested by the Chairman• 

The СНАИШАЫ inquired whether the representative of the Soviet Union Government 

wished to say anything further at the present stage« 



Dr KHMZLEV said he was grateful to the members of the Board for the kind remarks 

that had unanjjaously been made regarding the membership of the Union of the Soviet 

Socialist Hepublics in th© Organization Kô had been disappointed to note that the 

joint draft resolution which had.been proposed did not include any definite 

recommendations to the Health Assembly regarding the financial implications* He 

had therefore welcomed tho remarks of Dr Pesonen and others to the effect that the 

Board should make such re commendations to the Health Assembly, and so he also 

welcomed the Board
1

 s decision to establish the working party» 

The CHAI^iAN said that the USSR delegation would be "welcome át the meeting at 

which the Board would di w i s s the working party^s report
 # 

г, REVIEW OF THE ？ R O G í U K b E MÍD BUDGET 23Т1КЛТ23 FOR 1957： Item 3.2 of the Agenda 
(Resolution EBl6

#
?ul2i Official Records Ко. 66) 

Preliminaty report of the Standing Committee on Administration and b'inance (EB17/69) 

The broad financial iropXication of the budget estimâtes and the implications 
for governments of the Director-General^ s proposed budget level for 1957 
(Chapter V of the Standing Conirûittee^s report) (continued) 

Professor PA?uI30T said that before conmienting on the budget level proposed by 

the Director-Goneral for 1957 and th® ¿jriplications of that proposal for governments
> 

he would like to шзко a t m observations concerning the manner in which the Board 

should approach the problem^ 

What was stated in paragraph 1.2, Chapter of document LB17/69 was tho егш: 

of the problem. The best solution was to 3trike a balance bot'ieen the two opposing 

tendencies- nientioned in that paragraph, namely the tendency of governments to urge 



additional e^enditure on requests they made for assistance a.nd tho tondoncy of 

governments to oppose any increase in the size of the annual contributions they 

v/ere asked to make to 丽 G . It was natural for the Director-General to propose a 

budget Higher than that for the previous year because of the continuous increase in 

requests for assistance. Nevertheless, the Director-General also paid heed to the 

other factor, a fact which uas attested by the
 îf

green pages
if

 of Official Records 

Ho* 66, containing ^Additional projects requested by governments and not included 

in the Proposed Programme and. Budget Sstimates". However^ while he paid tribute 

to the Director-General
1

 s judgement, he feared that the Health Assembly would look 

at the budget from a different point of view. Without * be±ñg unmindful .o£.,the needs 

of governments
9
 it would doubtless give primary consideration^ in determining the 

budget level
y
 to the resources th^t governments were prepared to contribute to the 

Organization, In the past the Health Assembly had always taken a m se decision 
• • ' . . . • - . . . . . 

regarding the budget level. Would it do so in 1956 in viev of the fact that the . 
T - . . • 

Director-General was proposing a larger� increase in the total of annual contributions 

of members than ever before? 

It was the duty of the Board tc endeavour to strike a balance between, the two 

tendencies. The members of the Board з̂гз in a privileged position because they 

could act independently of the governments of their coiultries• The • French delegation 

at the forthcoming Health Assembly would probably e g r e s s views regarding tho 

budget level proposed by the Director-Generai' completely different from the personal 

views he was a.bout to express 費 



The words in that paragraph, "some governments urged the stabilization of the 

budgets of the specialized agencies, while others urged that the needs of the
 1

 under-

developed' countries cannot go unmet"， indicated that there was a misunderstanding 

which should Ъе claarcd up
 9
 All vere agreed that the needs of the under-developed 

countries vere great and urgent; but it should be remembered that the Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance had been brought into being in order to satisfy 

those needs, and the large contributions vhich had been made to that programme showed 

the great interest of governments in the economic development of under-developed 

countries • The words which he had just quoted might appear to support an x^gument 

that the regular budget should be increased to help satisfy their needs• He could 

not agree to that. 

He did not think it was as easy to assess governments
1

 wishes as might be supposed 

from paragraph 1.3» The interest shown by governments in international health 

activities did not necessarily mean that they could afford to contribute large amounts 

of money for those activities . Moreover^ the examples mentioned in that paragraph vere 

nôt very convincing; governments had made contributions to UNICEF for all kinds of 

projects to help children， not only health projects. Moreover, those contributions 

were made voluntarily, "whereas Members were committed to paying whatever amounts 

the Health Assembly fixed as their contributions to WHO'S regular budget. He would 

welcome information as to what precisely was meant Ъу the words "other multilateral 

or bilateral sources" in paragraph 

There was another point he would like to mention： the Eighth World Health 

Assembly had agreed that there should be a special fund for malaria eradication; 



but he did not believe that any significant contribution had yet been made to 

that fund. Did not that show that governments could not afford to make greatly-

increased contributions to international health activities? The governments 

which at present vere making the largest contributions for those activities vere 

ones which had urged the stabilization of specialized agencies
1

 budgets in the 

Fifth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly, 

The Board should bear those points in mincl when trying to strike a balance 

between the two opposing tendencies to vhich he had referred- The two main 

points to remember vere that tiiere was nothing to show that governments were 

ready to pay much larger contributions to WHO
1

 s regular budget^ and that 

additional projects to help under «developed countries should be financed with 

Technical Assistance ftmds and not through the WHO
r

 s regular budgets 

So far as purely budgetary matters were concerned, he vould merely like 

to mention that Dr Brady had already árawn attention to the three main factors, 

namely the proposed increase in activities^ the changes to the scale of 

contributions y and the drop in casual income。 Those three factors meant that 

the total contributions vhich members vould be asked to pay to the regular budget 

for 1957 would be 28«89' per cent» more than for 1956， unless the budget level 

proposed by the Director-General were reduced. That was гоо great an additional 

burden for governments о The Board should, have the courage to say so. He
 y 

himself^ was ready to support a figure baseâ on the effective working budget for 

I956 plus an addition for 七he payment of statutory increments^ an addition to pay 

for the atomic energy and malaria erad 丄 cat ion projects, and perhaps a few other 

minor additions. Even if only tliOBe additions were made Members vould have to 



make much larger contributions than for 1956 because of the drop in casual income • 

He believed that that proposal regarding the effective working budget was the 

most likely one to meet with a favourable reception from the World Health 

Assembly and make it possible for the Director-General to continue his work 

without there being any drop in the Organization's prestige and efficiency» 

Dr da SILVA TRAVASSOS said he wished to associate himself with what had 

been said by Professor Parisot. The increase in the budget for 1957 

proposed by the Director-General exceeded the amount which governments could 

afford to pay. 

Dr BRADY said that the Board should act realistically and, making 

alàowaace for the contingencies mentioned^ take up a position between 

those who vere in favour of the 12 per cent, increase in the budget for 1957 

proposed by the Director-General and those who wanted the 1957 budget not to 

exceed the 1956 budget» Accordingly he would like to make the following 

proposal, which consisted of three parts• Firstly^ the Board might consider 

an effective working budget of $10 600 000} that was $1+00 000 more than for 

I956t It should be remembered that that increase vould most probably 

entail an increase of roughly 15 per cent, in the total of Members' contributions 

to the budget, since casual income would be much less in 1957 than in 1956, 

Secondly, if it became apparent, before the World Health Assembly^ that casual 

income would be greater than at present expected, the Assembly might authorize 

the Director-General to increase the figure for the amount it was planned to 



spend in 1957 by not more than $200 000» Thirdly^ it might be laid dovn that 

if some of the Members who were at present inactive resumed active membership, 

the total should be increased Ъу $307 220， made up of $5 520 for Part I of 

the budget; $21 700^ which he believed vould mainly be spent on publications, 

for Part II， Section b; $250 000 for Part II, Section 5; and $30 000 for the 

Regional Office for Europe (Part II, Section 6) • He would be grateful 

if figures could be given to show the effect of that increase on the total 

of the contributions which Members that were at present active vould be asked 

to make. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he vould like to make it clear that the Board 

was discussing the broad financial implications of the budget estimates and 

the implications for governments of his proposed budget level for 1957； 

that vas an important point; for it was impossible to predict vit h any 

degree of accuracy what attitude governments would* take in regard to his 

proposals• He had told the Standing Committee that it was extremely difficult 

for him to ascertain vhat would be the wishes of Member governments in the 

matter^ and to draw up programme and budget estimates^ taking into account 

the two opposing tendencies to which Professor I^risot had referred, namely 

the tendency of governments to urge additional expenditure on requests they 

made for assistance and the tendency of governments to restrb any increase 

in their contributions• He had never felt that he knew exactly what the 

result of those two tendencies vould be. He had done his best to ascertain 

the facts^ and he had given very careful consideration to the material he had 

been able to find. 



He agreed -with Mr Botha that WHO could not grant all the requests it 

received for assistance from governments• He had never contemplated providing 

for all such requests to be met. Professor Parisot had already referred to 

the list, in Annex 5 to the budget volume, of projects requested Ъу governments 

and not included in the Estimates, To them should be added the Technical 

Assistance projects in category II，which he had explained at the previous 

meeting were intended for substitution purposes only. If it proved impossible 

to implement the requests shown in the larger of his two proposals, the total 

cost of the projects requested but not implemented would amount to more than 

three million dollars. 

Mr Botha had referred to the various resolutions passed by the General 

Assembly and the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations urging 

stabilization of the budgets of the United Nations and specialized agencies• 

The first of those resolutions had been passed.in 1950* He would like to 

cite a fev facts regarding developments at World Health Assemblies since 1950* 

Mr Salta had indicated that he thought the Seventh World Health Assembly
1

s 

reduction of the proposed budget for 1955 by $811 100 was evidence that the 

majority of Members were opposed to increases in WHO
1

s budget. He, himself, 

thought that the Health Assembly' s approval of an increase of roughly one million 

dollars in the budget for that year was much more important evidence to the 

contrary. Many countries had been opposed to the Joint United Kingdom/Netherlands
1 

proposal that the increase should be limited to that amount. Many had supported 

an Indian proposal to the effect that the budget level for 1955 should be 

in the region of $1 kOO 000 more than for 195^. At the Eighth World Health Assembly 



he had not proposed any increase in the budget he had submitted for 1956. 

He had however found it necessary to submit a supplementary budget* to cover 

expenditure on malaria and atomic energy projects vhich the Assembly had 

approved. Over and above this the Assembly had authorized him to spend 

黍2^0 ООО to provide for half the costs of the international health personneX 

in Jointly assisted UNICEP/WHO projects which had hitherto been reimbursed by 

UNICEF. 

Mr Botha had argued that five countries., namely the United States of 

America, the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Canada 

and Australia were opposed to any increase In WHO
1

 s budget. He could cite 

several facts vhich would seem to contradict that argument. The ceiling for 

the contribution of the largest contributor to WHO
1

 s budget
#
 the United State» 

of America, had been mentioned at the Board and at the Seventh World Health 

Assembly; after the Eighth World Health Assembly the United States Congress had 

decided that the ceiling should Ъе abolished altogether, though the Administration 

had suggested it be raised to five million dollars, since WHO had proved its 

worth during its seven years of existence. As he had already mentioned^ 

the United Kingdom delegation had proposed an increase of one million dollars 

In the budget for 1955. At the Eighth World Health Assembly the representative 

of the Canadian Government in the Committee on Administration, Finance and 

Legal Matters had said that Canada regarded WHO as one of the most valuable 

epeclalized agencies, and that its position was not based on financial 

considerations, and accordingly it was prepared to aeeept a moderate increase 

in the contribution of Canada for 1956 provided it was used to finance an 



expansion of health services. He had added that Canada
f

 s position was not 

based on any desire to secure a reduction in its own contribution, as could 

easily be seen from its record of voluntary contributions to the relief， 

rehabilitation and economic projects established by the United Nations. That 

was an indication that the Canadian Government agreed vith him (the 

Director-General) that the increase in the total of voluntary contributions 

could be taken as an indication that an increase in WHO
f

s regular budget would 

not go unsupported. The representative of the Australian Government in the 

Regional Committee for the Western Pacific had said that his Government was 

prepared to accept increases in WHO'S expenditure on the Western Pacific Region 

if that vould not entail an increase in WHO'S world-wide expenditure. 

Mr Botha had told the Board that it should remember that contributions 

to extra-budgetary funds were made voluntarily； vhereas Members had bound 

themselves in advance to contribute whatever sums were fixed by the World 

Health Assembly as their contribution to its regular budget. He did not 

feel that that vas an argument in favour of not increasing the regular budget. 

He believed that governments would not make a great distinction between their 

voluntary contributions and their contributions to the regular budget provided they 

tirare convinced that both contributions would be well spent, 

Mr Botha had argued that the fact that governments were spending more on 

national health projects was not a reason why WHO
r

s budget should be increased. 

In reply to that argument he would like to point out that WHO
1

s work had a 

catalytic effect; he believed'it had stimulated increases in national health 

budgets, and WHO should take every advantage of the good effect of its work 

on national health programmes. 



Dr Brady and Mr Botha had both contended that in the event of certain 

Members resuming active participation in the work of the Organization and 

paying their contributions those Members who had remained active throughout 

would, as a result, look forward to a reduction in their own contributions. 

He, himself, believed, however, that governments would prefer to see an 

increase in the work of the Organization if that event materialized. 

With reference to Professor P^risot
1

s remarks on the words "other 

multilateral or bilateral sources" in paragraph 1.3 of chapter V of the 

Committee's report, he would like to mention that at a meeting of the 

Standing Conmiittee he had referred to the fact that the United Kingdom had 

recently announced its intention roughly to double its contribution to the 

Colombo Plan. That was the only relevant fact he had given to the Standing 

Committee, but, if Professor Parisot wished, he would provide further 

information on the subject at a later meeting of the Board. 

The vay in which the position regarding the collection of annual 

contributions and of advances to the Working Capital Fund had steadily Improved 

over the past few years was further evidence of a growing interest in WHO
1

 s vork* 

He would like to reply later to certain other remarks that had been made 

during the general discussion on chapter V of the Committee1 s report, and in 

particular to the suggestions Just put forward by Dr Brady, 

The meeting rose at 12
<
30 p»m> 


